MINUTES OF THE UNDERGRADUATE CURRICULUM COMMITTEE MEETING
August 29, 2005

PRESENT: Bottomley (CHEM), Byars (MGT), Ferri (ME), Parson (MGT), Pikowsky (REG), Rudolph (ARCH), Snell (BIO), Webster (CEE)

VISITORS: None

1. The committee reviewed twenty-six petitions, all were approved except noted:

2-appeal to return after second drop (2 denied)
1-appeal to change grade in PHYS course (denied)
2-appeal to withdraw past the deadline
1-to be concurrently enrolled (denied)
5-to count credit towards degree/course requirement (1 denied, 1 tabled)
7-late withdrawals/grade change
3-waiver of the 36-hour rule (1 tabled)
3-permission to register for more than required hours
1-to count previous grade towards graduation
1-to be readmitted after second drop (denied)

Adjourned,

Reta Pikowsky
Registrar
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